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(54) TOUCH CHIP, TOUCH DETECTION METHOD AND DEVICE, AND TERMINAL DEVICE

(57) The present application discloses a touch con-
trol chip and a touch detection method. The method in-
cludes: inputting, by a driving unit, driving signals to N
driving channels, respectively; receiving, by a sensing
unit, sensing signals output by M-K sensing channels
when the driving unit inputs a driving signal to each driv-
ing channel, where the sensing unit is capable of receiv-
ing sensing signals output by at most A sensing channels
at a time, M-K≤A<M; switching, by a switching unit, the
N driving channels to N sensing channels, and switching
other K sensing channels to K driving channels; inputting,
by the driving unit, driving signals to the K driving chan-
nels after the switching, respectively; receiving, by the
sensing unit, sensing signals output by the N sensing
channels after the switching when the driving unit inputs
a driving signal to each of the K driving channels after
the switching; and determining, by a processing unit,
touch information according to the sensing signals output
by the M-K sensing channels and the sensing signals
output by the N sensing channels after the switching.
Therefore, time consumption is reduced and a detection
speed of touch detection is improved in a case where
sensing channels sampled at one time are insufficient.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present application relates to the field of information technologies, and in particular, to a touch control chip,
a touch detection method and apparatus and a terminal device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the development of human-machine interface technologies, the touch sensing technology has been widely
applied due to comfort and convenience of operation thereof. In particular, the capacitive touch control technology has
been widely applied to electronic devices, such as a notebook, a mobile phone, and an MP3 player.
[0003] A capacitive touch screen consists of a touch sensor and a touch controller, a panel of the touch sensor consists
of a set of sensing channels and a set of driving channels, and positions where these driving channels and sensing
channels intersect form several capacitance sensing nodes. When there is a touch, a capacitance value of a capacitance
sensing node at a corresponding position changes, and the touch controller can determine the corresponding touch
position by detecting the change of the capacitance in real time, and calculate a point coordinate of the panel corre-
sponding to the touch position, thereby generating a corresponding touch event.
[0004] After the capacitive touch screen is designed, a number of the sensing channels and a number of the driving
channels have been determined. However, a number of the sensing channels per sampling is limited by the number of
the original sensing channels itself. Therefore, when touch detection is performed, there may be a case where a number
of sensing channels sampled at one time is insufficient. For example, there are 20 driving channels and 34 sensing
channels, however, when sensing signals output by at most 32 sensing channels can only be detected at a time, the 20
driving channels are all required to perform driving twice to obtain the sensing signals output by the 32 sensing channels
and sensing signals output by 2 sensing channels, respectively, thereby greatly increasing time of the touch detection,
affecting a refresh rate, and ultimately affecting user experience.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of the present application provide a touch control chip, a touch detection method and apparatus
and a terminal device, which could reduce time of touch detection and improve a detection rate of the touch detection
in a case where sensing channels sampled at one time are insufficient.
[0006] According to a first aspect, a method of touch detection is provided, where the method is performed by a touch
control chip, the touch control chip includes a driving unit, a sensing unit, a switching unit and a processing unit. The
sensing unit is capable of receiving sensing signals output by at most A sensing channels at a time, and the method
includes: inputting, by the driving unit, driving signals to N driving channels of a touch screen, respectively, where the
touch screen has the N driving channels and M sensing channels, M and N being positive integers; receiving, by the
sensing unit, sensing signals output by M-K sensing channels of the touch screen when the driving unit inputs the driving
signals to the N driving channels, respectively, where M-K is less than or equal to A, and A is less than M; switching, by
the switching unit, the N driving channels to N sensing channels, and switching K sensing channels in the M sensing
channels except the M-K sensing channels to K driving channels; inputting, by the driving unit, driving signals to the K
driving channels after the switching, respectively; receiving, by the sensing unit, sensing signals output by the N sensing
channels after the switching when the driving unit inputs the driving signals to the K driving channels after the switching,
respectively; and determining, by the processing unit, touch information on the touch screen according to the sensing
signals output by the M-K sensing channels and the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching.
[0007] In an embodiment of the present application, when a touch control chip needs to collect sensing signals output
by M sensing channels and the touch control chip is capable of only collecting sensing signals output by at most M-K
sensing channels at one time, that is, when the touch control chip insufficiently sample sensing channels at one time,
firstly, driving signals are respectively input to N driving channels and the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing
channels are collected, which takes NxT; secondly, the N driving channels are switched to sensing channels and the
remaining K sensing channels are switched to driving channels; finally, driving signals are respectively input to K driving
channels formed after the switching and sensing signals output by N sensing channels formed after the switching are
collected, which takes K3T. It can be seen that the time taken to perform one detection by using a touch detection
method in the embodiment of the present application is N3T+K3T; however, the time taken to perform touch detection
in an existing method is 23N3T, and in general, K is much less than N; therefore, according to the touch control chip
in the embodiment of the present application, by switching sensing channels and driving channels to each other at two
sampling phases, time of touch detection is greatly reduced and a detection speed of the touch detection is improved.
[0008] In some possible implementation manners, K is a positive integer less than or equal to N.
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[0009] In some possible implementation manners, the determining, by the processing unit, the touch information on
the touch screen according to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels and the sensing signals output
by the N sensing channels after the switching, includes: adjusting, by the processing unit, the sensing signals output by
the N sensing channels after the switching according to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels; and
determining, by the processing unit, the touch information on the touch screen according to the sensing signals output
by the M-K sensing channels and the adjusted sensing signals output by the N sensing channels.
[0010] In some possible implementation manners, the adjusting, by the processing unit, the sensing signals output by
the N sensing channels after the switching according to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels, includes:
adjusting, by the processing unit, an average value of N sensing signals corresponding to i-th sensing channel in the K
sensing channels to be equal to an average value of N sensing signals corresponding to any one of the M-K sensing
channels, i being from 1 to K.
[0011] In some possible implementation manners, the adjusting, by the processing unit, the average value of the N
sensing signals corresponding to the i-th sensing channel in the K sensing channels to be equal to the average value
of the N sensing signals corresponding to any one of the M-K sensing channels, includes: calculating, by the processing
unit, an adjustment parameter Pi corresponding to the i-th sensing channel in the K sensing channels, where Pi is equal
to a ratio between the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to any one of the M-K sensing channels
and the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to the i-th sensing channel; and adjusting, by the processing
unit, a signal value Q of each of the N sensing signals corresponding to the i-th sensing channel to Q3Pi.
[0012] In some possible implementation manners, the driving unit inputs driving signals to the N driving channels and
the K driving channels after the switching, respectively by using at least one of the following manners: a single channel
single frequency driving manner, a dual channel dual frequency driving manner, a multi-channel single frequency driving
manner, and a multi-channel dual frequency driving manner.
[0013] According to a second aspect, a touch control chip is provided, the touch control chip including modules con-
figured to perform methods in the first aspect or in any one of possible implementation manners of the first aspect, where
a driving unit is configured to input driving signals to N driving channels of a touch screen, respectively, where the touch
screen has the N driving channels and M sensing channels, M and N being positive integers; a sensing unit is configured
to receive sensing signals output by M-K sensing channels of the touch screen when the driving unit inputs the driving
signals to the N driving channels, respectively, where M-K is less than or equal to A, the sensing unit is capable of
receiving sensing signals output by at most A sensing channels at a time, and A is less than M; a switching unit is
configured to switch the N driving channels to N sensing channels, and switch K sensing channels in the M sensing
channels except the M-K sensing channels to K driving channels; the driving unit is further configured to input driving
signals to the K driving channels after the switching, respectively; the sensing unit is further configured to receive sensing
signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching when the driving unit inputs the driving signals to the K
driving channels after the switching, respectively; and a processing unit is configured to determine touch information on
the touch screen according to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels and the sensing signals output
by the N sensing channels after the switching.
[0014] In an embodiment of the present application, when a touch control chip needs to collect sensing signals output
by M sensing channels and the touch control chip is capable of only collecting sensing signals output by at most M-K
sensing channels at one time, that is, when the touch control chip insufficiently sample sensing channels at one time,
firstly, driving signals are respectively input to N driving channels and the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing
channels are collected, which takes N3T; secondly, the N driving channels are switched to sensing channels and the
remaining K sensing channels are switched to driving channels; finally, driving signals are respectively input to K driving
channels formed after the switching and sensing signals output by N sensing channels formed after the switching are
collected, which takes K3T. It can be seen that the time taken to perform one detection by using a touch control chip
in the embodiment of the present application is N3T+K3T; however, the time taken to perform touch detection in an
existing method is 23N3T, and in general, K is much less than N; therefore, according to the touch control chip in the
embodiment of the present application, by switching sensing channels and driving channels to each other at two sampling
phases, time of touch detection is greatly reduced and a detection speed of the touch detection is improved.
[0015] In some possible implementation manners, K is a positive integer less than or equal to N.
[0016] In some possible implementation manners, the processing unit is specifically configured to: adjust the sensing
signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching according to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing
channels; and determine the touch information on the touch screen according to the sensing signals output by the M-K
sensing channels and the adjusted sensing signals output by the N sensing channels.
[0017] In some possible implementation manners, the processing unit is specifically configured to: adjust an average
value of N sensing signals corresponding to i-th sensing channel in the K sensing channels to be equal to an average
value of N sensing signals corresponding to any one of the M-K sensing channels, i being from 1 to K.
[0018] In some possible implementation manners, the processing unit is specifically configured to: calculate an ad-
justment parameter Pi corresponding to the i-th sensing channel in the K sensing channels, where Pi is equal to a ratio
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between the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to any one of the M-K sensing channels and the
average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to the i-th sensing channel; and adjust a signal value Q of each
of the N sensing signals corresponding to the i-th sensing channel to Q3Pi.
[0019] In some possible implementation manners, the driving unit inputs driving signals to the N driving channels and
the K driving channels after the switching, respectively by using at least one of the following manners: a single channel
single frequency driving manner, a dual channel dual frequency driving manner, a multi-channel single frequency driving
manner, and a multi-channel dual frequency driving manner.
[0020] According to a third aspect, a touch detection apparatus is provided, the apparatus including the touch control
chip provided in the second aspect and a touch screen, where the touch screen includes driving channels and sensing
channels, the driving channels are configured to receive driving signals output by a driving unit of the touch control chip,
and the sensing channels are configured to output sensing signals to a sensing unit of the touch control chip.
[0021] According to a fourth aspect, a terminal device is provided, the terminal device including the touch detection
apparatus provided in the foregoing third aspect, or including the touch control chip provided in the foregoing second
aspect.
[0022] According to a fifth aspect, a computer readable medium is provided, for storing a computer program, where
the computer program includes an instruction for executing a method in the first aspect or any possible implementation
manner of the first aspect.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0023]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a le of touch detection.
FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a method of touch detection according to an embodiment of the present application.
FIG. 3(a) is schematic diagram of collection of sensing signals of M-K sensing channels in an embodiment of the
present application.
FIG. 3(b) is schematic diagram of collection of sensing signals of K sensing channels in an embodiment of the
present application.
FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a touch control chip according to an embodiment of the present application.
FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram of a touch detection apparatus according to an embodiment of the present
application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0024] To facilitate understanding, an exemplary diagram of a system architecture of a touch screen and a touch
control chip that are capable of applying a method of touch detection according to embodiments of the present invention
is generally described firstly. It should be understood that, a method of touch detection according to the embodiments
of the present invention is not limited to the system architecture shown in FIG. 1, that is, except for detecting a touch
point of a touch screen shown in FIG. 1, the method of touch detection according to the embodiments of the present
invention may further be used for detecting a touch point of a touch screen with another structure.
[0025] A system shown in FIG. 1 includes a touch screen 110 and a touch control chip 120. The touch screen may
also be referred to as a touch panel. The touch screen 110 may be a capacitive touch screen, and in particular, may be
a projected mutual capacitance touch screen. The touch screen 110 includes N driving channels and M sensing channels.
The touch controller 120 includes a driving unit 121 and a sensing unit 122. Optionally, in the embodiments of the present
application, the driving unit may also be referred to as a driving circuit, and the sensing unit may also be referred to as
a sensing circuit.
[0026] The touch control chip 120 may also referred to as a touch controller or a touch detection module, the driving
unit 121 included in the touch control chip 120 is connected to the N driving channels of the touch screen 110, and the
sensing unit 122 of the touch control chip 120 is connected to the M sensing channels of the touch screen 110.
[0027] The driving unit 121 of the touch control chip 120 is configured to input driving signals (or referred to as driving
signals) to the N driving channels of the touch screen 110, and the sensing unit 122 of the touch control chip 120 is
configured to receive or sense sensing signals output by the M sensing channels of the touch screen.
[0028] The N driving channels of the touch screen 110 receive the driving signals input by the driving unit 121 of the
touch control chip 120, and the M sensing channels of the touch screen 110 output the sensing signals to the sensing
unit 122 of the touch control chip 120 when the driving unit 121 of the touch control chip 120 inputs a driving signal to
some driving channel of the touch screen 110.
[0029] At present, the driving unit 121 of the touch control chip 120 inputs a driving signal to any one of the N driving
channels of the touch screen 110 during one scan period when the touch control chip 120 detects a touch point on the
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touch screen 110, and the driving channel of the touch screen 110 receives the driving signal. Since there are coupling
capacitances between the driving channels and the sensing channels on the touch screen, the sensing channels may
sense signals from the driving channels, that is, coupling signals of the driving signals may be generated on the sensing
channels, and the coupling signals are also referred to as sensing signals in the embodiments of the present application.
Then, the M sensing channels of the touch screen 110 output sensing signals respectively generated on the M sensing
channels to the sensing unit of the touch control chip 120 sequentially, and the sensing unit of the touch control chip
120 receives the sensing signals respectively output by the M sensing channels. Finally, the touch control chip 120
calculates a position of the touch point on the touch screen according to all sensing signals received from the M sensing
channels after the driving unit 121 of the touch control chip 120 inputs the driving signals to the N driving channels of
the touch screen 110, respectively.
[0030] It should be noted that, the plurality of driving channels and the plurality of sensing channels shown in FIG. 1
are perpendicularly intersected with each other and distributed, however, this is only an exemplary description; the
driving channels are distributed in the same plane (for example, denoted as a plane #1), the sensing channels are
distributed in another plane (for example, denoted as a plane #2), and the two planes (i.e., the plane #1 and the plane
#2) are stacked up and down. The stacking of the two planes may enable the driving channels to be distributed perpen-
dicularly to the sensing channels, and there is a coupling capacitance at an intersection point of each driving channel
and each sensing channel. It should be understood that, the distribution of the driving channels and the sensing channels
in perpendicular to each other is only a possible implementation manner for touch detection, and it does not set any
limitation to the present application. As long as there is an intersection point that may generate a mutual capacitance
between each driving channel and each sensing channel, and intersection points of the plurality of driving channels and
the plurality of sensing channels may be evenly distributed below the entire touch screen, all of them should fall into the
protection scope of the present application. In the embodiments of the present application, for convenience of description,
the intersection points of the driving channels and the sensing channels may be denoted as capacitance nodes, or
referred to as capacitance sensing nodes, sensing nodes, mutual coupling capacitance nodes or the like hereinafter.
[0031] It is assumed that a duration for which the driving unit 121 of the touch control chip 120 outputs a driving signal
to one driving channel of the touch screen 110 is T, and the M sensing channels of the touch screen 110 output a total
of M sensing signals to the sensing unit of the touch control chip 120 during T. Therefore, the sensing unit of the touch
control chip 120 receives a total of N3M sensing signals output by the M sensing channels of the touch screen 110 after
the driving unit 121 of the touch control chip 120 outputs the driving signals to the N driving channels of the touch screen
110, respectively, and the total time is T3N.
[0032] It is assumed that N = 20 and M = 34, that is, the touch screen 110 has 20 driving channels and 34 sensing
channels (20 TX+34 RX), and sensing signals output by at most 32 sensing channels can be collected at one time.
[0033] When the driving unit inputs a driving signal to TX0, TX1 to TX19 are in a grounded state and there is no signal
input. In this case, RX0 to RX31 receive signals from TX0, and thus sensing signals respectively generated between
TX0 and RX0 to RX31 can be detected, which takes T. Since the touch control chip 120 is capable of only detecting
sensing signals output by at most 32 sensing channels at one time, it is necessary to further input a driving signal to
TX0 again for scanning in order to detect sensing signals generated between TX0 and the remaining two sensing
channels RX32 and RX33, which takes T again.
[0034] That is to say, for one TX channel, it is necessary to scan twice in order to completely detect the sensing signals
respectively generated between the driving channel TX0 and the sensing channels RX0 to RX33, which takes 2T. Then,
for the 20 driving channels, it takes 40T.
[0035] It can be seen that it is necessary to take 20T to completely detect all sensing signals generated between each
of the 20 driving channels and the 32 sensing channels when touch detection of 20 TX+32 RX is performed. However,
when the touch detection of 20 TX+32 RX is performed, since the sensing unit is capable of only completely detecting
at most 32 sensing channels at one time, for any one of the 20 driving channels, it is necessary to drive signals twice
to completely detect the 34 sensing channels, and then it is necessary to take 20x2T=40T to completely detect all sensing
signals generated between each of the 20 driving channels and the 34 sensing channels, which doubles the time. That
has a great impact on a refresh rate, power consumption and a response time of the touch control chip, and ultimately
affects user experience.
[0036] Embodiments of the present application provide a touch control chip and a touch detection method, and a
speed of touch detection could be improved by switching sensing channels and driving channels in a case where the
sensing channels sampled at one time are insufficient.
[0037] An embodiment of the present invention provides a method of touch detection, and a schematic flowchart of
the method is shown in FIG. 2. It should be understood that, FIG. 2 illustrates steps or operations of the method of touch
detection, however, these steps or operations are only exemplary; and other operations or variations of various operations
in FIG. 2 may be further performed according to the method of touch detection according to the embodiment of the
present invention. Moreover, various steps in FIG. 2 may be performed in an order different from the order presented
in FIG. 2, and it is possible that not all operations in FIG. 2 are performed.
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[0038] The method shown in FIG. 2 may be performed by a touch control apparatus, the touch control apparatus
includes but is not limited to a touch control chip (referred to as "a touch control chip" for short), and it is taken as an
example for description below that a touch control chip performs the method. The touch control chip may include a
driving unit, a sensing unit, a switching unit and a processing unit, and the sensing unit is capable of receiving sensing
signals output by at most A sensing channels at a time.
[0039] In 210, the driving unit inputs driving signals to N driving channels of a touch screen, respectively.
[0040] The touch screen has the N driving channels and M sensing channels, M and N being positive integers.
[0041] In 220, the sensing unit receives sensing signals output by M-K sensing channels of the touch screen when
the driving unit inputs the driving signals to the N driving channels, respectively.
[0042] M-K is less than or equal to A, A is a maximum number of sensing channels corresponding to sensing signals
that the sensing unit is capable of receiving at a time, and A is less than M.
[0043] That is to say, the sensing unit is capable of receiving the sensing signals output by at most A sensing channels
at a time, and M-K is less than or equal to A. Preferably, M-K=A. The following is described by taking M-K=A as an example.
[0044] Optionally, K is a positive integer less than or equal to N.
[0045] In some cases, although the touch screen has the M sensing channels, the sensing unit is capable of detecting
the sensing signals output by at most M-K sensing channels when a driving signal is input to any one of the N driving
channels. In this case, in 210, the driving unit first inputs the driving signals to the N driving channels, respectively; and
when the driving unit inputs a driving signal to each driving channel, each of the M-K sensing channels senses a coupling
signal of the driving signal on the driving channel, and the coupling signal is output to the sensing unit as a sensing
signal. Then, the sensing unit can obtain the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels when the driving unit
inputs the driving signal to each driving channel. Since the time taken by the driving unit to input the driving signal to
each driving channel is T, it is necessary to take N3T for the N driving channels.
[0046] However, since K sensing channels are remained in the M sensing channels in the display screen after the
sensing unit completely detects the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels, it is necessary to then collect
sensing signals output by the K sensing channels, that is, to perform 230 to 250.
[0047] In 230, the switching unit switches the N driving channels to N sensing channels, and switches the K sensing
channels in the M sensing channels except the M-K sensing channels to K driving channels.
[0048] Particularly, the switching unit can perform the switching by controlling internal circuits to switch the N driving
channels to the N sensing channels, and switch the K sensing channels in the M sensing channels except the M-K
sensing channels to driving channels, so as to form the N sensing channels after the switching and the K driving channels
after the switching. Here, optionally, K≤N.
[0049] In 240, the driving unit inputs driving signals to the K driving channels after the switching, respectively.
[0050] In 250, the sensing unit receives sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching when
the driving unit inputs the driving signals to the K driving channels after the switching, respectively.
[0051] Particularly, the driving unit inputs the driving signals to the K driving channels after the switching, respectively
after the switching unit switches the sensing channels and the driving channels to each other; and when the driving unit
inputs a driving signal to each driving channel, each of the N sensing channels after the switching senses a coupling
signal of the driving signal on the driving channel, and the coupling signal is output to the sensing unit as a sensing
signal. Then, the sensing unit can obtain the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching when
the driving unit inputs the driving signal to each driving channel. Since the time taken by the driving unit to input the
driving signal to each driving channel is T, it is necessary to take K3T for the K driving channels.
[0052] In 260, the processing unit determines touch information on the touch screen according to the sensing signals
output by the M-K sensing channels and the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching.
[0053] In the foregoing process, it is necessary to take a total of NxT+KxT to completely detect the sensing signals
output by the M-K sensing channels and the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching.
[0054] It should be understood that, when K≤N, the use of the method according to the embodiment of the present
application could significantly reduce time of touch detection. In comparison to a manner in which the driving signals
are respectively input to the N driving signals to collect the sensing signals output by the K sensing channels, the time
for detection is reduced from N3T to K3T.
[0055] It should also be understood that, when K>N, after 210 and 220 are performed, the driving unit may input the
driving signals to the N driving channels, and the sensing unit receives the sensing signals output by the remaining K
sensing channels when the driving unit inputs a driving signal to each of the N driving channels, which takes N3T.
[0056] In an embodiment of the present application, when a touch control chip needs to collect sensing signals output
by M sensing channels and the touch control chip is capable of only collecting sensing signals output by at most M-K
sensing channels at one time, that is, when the touch control chip insufficiently sample sensing channels at one time,
firstly, driving signals are respectively input to N driving channels and the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing
channels are collected, which takes N3T; secondly, the N driving channels are switched to sensing channels and the
remaining K sensing channels are switched to driving channels; finally, driving signals are respectively input to K driving
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channels formed after the switching and sensing signals output by N sensing channels formed after the switching are
collected, which takes K3T. It can be seen that the time taken to perform one detection by using a method of touch
detection in the embodiment of the present application is N3T+K3T; however, the time taken to perform touch detection
in an existing method is 23N3T, and in general, K is much less than N; therefore, according to the touch control chip
in the embodiment of the present application, by switching sensing channels and driving channels to each other at two
sampling phases, time of touch detection is greatly reduced and a detection speed of the touch detection is improved.
[0057] A method of touch detection according to an embodiment of the present application will be described in detail
below by taking FIG. 3(a) and FIG. 3(b) as examples. The method may be performed by a touch control chip, and the
touch control chip includes a driving unit, a sensing unit, a switching unit and a processing unit, where the driving unit
is configured to input driving signals to driving channels, the sensing unit is configured to receive sensing signals output
by sensing units, and the switching unit is configured to switch the driving channels to sensing channels, and switch the
sensing channels to driving channels.
[0058] It is assumed that a touch screen to be detected includes 20 driving channels (TX0 to TX19) and 34 sensing
channels (RX0 to RX33), that is, N=20, M=34; however, the sensing unit is capable of only detecting sensing signals
output by at most 32 sensing channels at a time, that is, A=32, assuming K=2.
[0059] As shown in a dashed box in FIG. 3(a), the driving unit first inputs a driving signal to TX0 in the N driving
channels, and the 32 sensing channels RX0 to RX31 can output sensing signals to the sensing unit, which takes T; next,
the driving unit inputs a driving signal to TX1 in the N driving channels, and the 32 sensing channels RX0 to RX31 can
output sensing signals to the sensing unit, which takes also T; and in the same manner, the driving unit sequentially
inputs driving signals to TX2, TX3, ..., TX19, respectively, the 32 sensing channels may output corresponding sensing
signals to the sensing unit after the driving unit inputs a driving signal to each driving channel, and the whole process
takes a total of 20T.
[0060] In this case, there are still 2 sensing channels (RX32 and RX33) remained undetected.
[0061] The switching unit switches the 20 driving channels (TX0 to TX19) to sensing channels, which are respectively
denoted as RX0 to RX 19, and switches the remaining 2 sensing channels (RX32 and RX33) to 2 driving channels,
which are respectively denoted as TX32 and TX33.
[0062] As shown in a dashed box in FIG. 3(b), the driving channels input driving signals to T32 of the two driving
channels after the switching, and then sensing signals outputted by the sensing channels RX0 to RX19 are received,
which takes T. The driving channels input driving signals to T33 of the two driving channels after the switching, and
sensing signals output by the sensing channels RX0 to RX19 are received, which takes T. In this case, detection of the
remaining 2 sensing channels RX32 and RX33 is completed, which takes a total of 2T.
[0063] The collection for the entire screen takes a total of 20T+2T=22T.
[0064] It can be seen that if a conventional manner is adopted, it is necessary to take 20T that the driving unit inputs
the driving signals to the 20 driving channels, respectively and the sensing signals output by the 32 sensing channels
are received; then, it is also necessary to take 20T that the driving unit inputs the driving signals to the 20 driving channels,
respectively and the sensing signals output by the remaining 2 sensing channels are received; and the whole process
takes a total of 40T. Therefore, by comparison, the use of the method of touch detection method according to the
embodiment of the present application could save a lot of time and improve detection efficiency of the touch detection.
[0065] In the embodiment of the present application, the sensing channels and the driving channels in the touch screen
can be switched to each other.
[0066] For example, the embodiment of the present application can be applied in the following scene: the touch screen
originally includes N+K driving channels and M-K sensing channels; now it is necessary to increase a number of the
sensing channels, for example, adding K sensing channels; then, K driving channels in the N+K driving channels can
be switched to sensing channels for use through switching by internal circuits, so that the number of the channels in the
touch screen are changed from the original N+K driving channels and M-K sensing channels to the current N driving
channels and M sensing channels. In this case, since a number of the sensing channels per sampling is limited by the
number of the sensing channels M-K itself, that is, when a driving signal is input to a certain driving channel, the sensing
unit is capable of only detecting sensing signals output by at most the M-K sensing channels. In this scene, if the method
according to the embodiment of the present application is used, time of touch detection could be greatly reduced.
[0067] Optionally, 260 further includes 261 and 262, where:
in 261, the processing unit adjusts the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching according
to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels.
[0068] In 262, the processing unit determines the touch information on the touch screen according to the sensing
signals output by the M-K sensing channels and the adjusted sensing signals output by the N sensing channels.
[0069] In view of that there may be a difference between a level of signal values of the sensing signals output by the
M-K sensing channels and a numerical level of signal values (for example, capacitance values of coupling capacitances)
of the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching, that may cause that there is a difference
between touch performance of an area in the touch screen corresponding to the M-K sensing channels and touch
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performance of an area in the touch screen corresponding to the N sensing channels after the switching, for example,
the two areas are different in sensitivity, accuracy of finger pressing and the like.
[0070] For example, sensing signals outputted on an area indicated in the dashed box in FIG. 3(a) are the sensing
signals outputted by the M-K sensing channels; and sensing signals output on an area indicated in the dashed box in
FIG. 3(b) are the sensing signals outputted by the N sensing channels after the switching. Since there is a difference
between numerical levels of signal values of the sensing signals generated on the sensing channels in the two areas,
for example, in these two areas, there is a difference between average values of N sensing signals corresponding to
sensing channels in different areas, there is a difference between the touch performance of the corresponding two areas
in the touch screen, thereby affecting user experience.
[0071] In this case, according to the method of touch detection of the embodiment of the present application, a signal
value of a sensing signal output by each of the N sensing channels after the switching may be adjusted, so that the
numerical level of the signal values of the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching is
approximately equal to the numerical level of the signal values of the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels.
[0072] For example, the processing unit adjusts an average value of N sensing signals corresponding to i-th sensing
channel in the K sensing channels to be equal to an average value of N sensing signals corresponding to any one of
the M-K sensing channels, i being from 1 to K.
[0073] That is to say, after the sensing unit obtains the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels and the
sensing signals output by the N sensing channels, the signal values of the sensing signals output by the N sensing
channels may be adjusted according to the signal values of the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels,
so that the average value of the signal values of the N sensing signals corresponding to the i-th sensing channel in the
K sensing channels is equal to the average value of the signal values of the N sensing signals corresponding to any
one of the M-K sensing channels.
[0074] For example, signal values of sensing signals generated at capacitance nodes between the sensing channels
and the driving channels in the dashed box in FIG. 3(b) may be adjusted, so that a numerical level of the signal values
thereof is quite equal to a numerical level of signal values of sensing signals generated at capacitance nodes between
the sensing channels and the driving channels in the dashed box in FIG. 3(a), thereby reducing the difference in touch
performance of the two areas.
[0075] Optionally, in 262, the processing unit adjusts the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to the
i-th sensing channel in the K sensing channels to be equal to the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding
to any one of the M-K sensing channels, which includes:

calculating, by the processing unit, an adjustment parameter Pi corresponding to the i-th sensing channel in the K
sensing channels, where Pi is equal to a ratio between the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding
to any one of the M-K sensing channels and the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to the i-th
sensing channel; and
adjusting, by the processing unit, a signal value Q of each of the N sensing signals corresponding to the i-th sensing
channel to Q3Pi.

[0076] Still taking FIG. 3(a) and FIG. 3(b) as examples, it is assumed that a signal value of a sensing signal generated
between each sensing channel and each driving channel in the touch screen is as shown in Table 1. N sensing signals
corresponding to each of the sensing channels RX0 to RX31 may be obtained through the foregoing steps 210 and 220.
N sensing signals corresponding to each of the sensing channels of RX32 and RX33 may be obtained through the
foregoing steps 230 to 250.
[0077] For example, the N sensing signals corresponding to RX32 are sensing signals generated at capacitance nodes
between RX32 and the N driving channels (TX0 to TX19). These sensing signals may be obtained through the foregoing
steps 230 to 250. That is, RX32 is switched to a driving channel TX32, the N driving channels (TX0 to TX19) are switched
to sensing channels (RX0 to RX19), a driving signal is input to the driving channel TX32 formed after the switching, and
the N sensing channels (RX0 to RX19) formed after the switching output sensing signals generated at capacitance
nodes between the N sensing channels (RX0 to RX19) formed after the switching and TX32, that is, the N sensing
signals corresponding to RX32 are obtained. The N sensing signals corresponding to RX33 can be obtained through a
similar method.

Table 1

TX0 TX1 TX2 TX3 TX4 ... ... TX16 TX17 TX18 TX19

RX0 1411 1439 1429 1424 1188 ... ... 1471 1489 1496 1578

RX1 1467 1489 1480 1474 1461 ... ... 1506 1510 1517 1583
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[0078] It can be seen from Table 1 that signal values of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX32 are slightly less
than signal values of the N sensing signals corresponding to each sensing channel in RX30 to RX31, and numerical
levels of the signal values of them are different; and the processing unit needs to perform fitting adjustment on the signal
values of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX32 to reduce the difference.
[0079] One sensing channel, for example RX 31, is selected arbitrarily, and N sensing signals corresponding to RX31
are taken as an example; after obtaining N sensing signals corresponding to each sensing channel in RX0 to RX31 and
N sensing signals corresponding to each sensing channels in RX32 and RX33, the processing unit calculates an average
value of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX31, an average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to
RX32, and an average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX33. An adjustment parameter P1 corresponding
to RX32 is obtained by dividing the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX31 by the average value
of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX32; and an adjustment parameter P2 corresponding to RX33 by dividing
the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX31 by the average value of the N sensing signals
corresponding to RX33.
[0080] That is, P1=AVG(RX31)/AVG(RX32), and P2=AVG(RX31)/AVG(RX33).
[0081] AVG(RX31) is the average value of the signal values of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX31,
AVG(RX32) is the average value of the signal values of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX32, and AVG(RX33)
is the average value of the signal values of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX33.
[0082] Next, a signal value of each of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX32 is adjusted according to P1, that
is, the signal value of each signal is multiplied by P1. A signal value of each of the N sensing signals corresponding to
RX33 is adjusted according to P2, that is, the signal value of each signal is multiplied by P2.
[0083] The adjusted signal values of the sensing signals are shown in Table 2.

[0084] It can be seen from Table 2 that after the fitting adjustment of data is performed, numerical levels of the signal
values of the N sensing signals corresponding to RX32 and the signal values of the N sensing signals corresponding to
RX33 are close to a numerical level of the signal values of the sensing signals output by RX0 to RX31, thereby narrowing
the difference in touch performance of the dashed area of FIG. 3(a) and the dashed area of FIG. 3(b).
[0085] Optionally, in 620 and 640, the driving unit may input driving signals to the N driving channels and the K driving
channels after the switching, respectively by using at least one of the following manners: a single channel single frequency
driving manner, a dual channel dual frequency driving manner, a multi-channel single frequency driving manner, and a
multi-channel dual frequency driving manner.
[0086] Taking FIG. 3(a) and FIG. 3(b) as examples, a single frequency driving manner in sequence driving (Sequence
Driving, Seq Driving) is a manner of performing driving on a single channel using a single frequency. At the same moment,
only one sensing channel in the driving channels TX0 to TX20 is being driven at a time, other sensing channels are not
driven (in a grounded state), a driving frequency is A, and RX0 to RX31 receive signals with a frequency A.
[0087] A dual frequency driving manner in the Seq Driving is a manner of performing driving on two channels using

(continued)

TX0 TX1 TX2 TX3 TX4 ... ... TX16 TX17 TX18 TX19

RX2 1456 1484 1475 1472 1469 ... ... 1493 1495 1501 1560

RX3 1462 1489 1481 1479 1475 ... ... 1502 1506 1511 1569

...

...

RX30 1500 1523 1516 1511 1507 ... ... 1542 1546 1554 1568

RX31 1592 1528 1522 1513 1510 ... ... 1548 1551 1559 1568

RX32 (TX32) 1417 1489 1447 1447 1454 ... ... 1452 1439 1472 1472

RX33 (TX33) 1458 1507 1462 1459 1456 ... ... 1440 1433 1470 1489

Table 2

TX0 TX1 TX2 TX3 TX4 ... ... TX16 TX17 TX18 TX19

RX32 (TX32) 1530 1608 1562 1562 1570 ... ... 1568 1554 1589 1589

RX33 (TX33) 1574 1627 1578 1575 1572 ... ... 1555 1547 1587 1608
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two frequencies. At the same moment, two driving channels in the driving channels TX0 to TX20 are being driven at a
time, other channels are not driven (in a grounded state), one driving channel is driven using a frequency A, the other
driving channel is driven using a frequency B, RX0 to RX31 receive signals with the frequency A and the frequency B,
and the signals with the frequency A and the signals with the frequency B are separated inside the touch control chip.
After the driving of the two driving channels is completed, other two driving channels then are selected from the remaining
driving channels which have not performed driving, to continue the driving and detection until all the channels are detected
completely.
[0088] Of course, similarly, a three frequency driving manner, a fourth frequency driving manner or the like may also
be used. The driving may also be referred to as driving signals, that is, the foregoing process of inputting driving signals.
[0089] A multi-channel single frequency driving manner in multi-channel matrix driving (All Driving) is a manner of
performing driving on multiple channels using a single frequency matrix. For example, the driving is performed on three
channels at a time, and other channels may not be driven (in a grounded state) at this time. It is assumed that driving
is performed on TX0, TX1 and TX2 simultaneously; at the first time, a positive phase signal is driven to TX0, a positive
phase signal is driven to TX1, and a negative phase signal is driven to TX2; and the second time, a positive phase signal
is driven to TX0, a negative phase signal is driven to TX1, a positive phase signal is driven to TX2; at the third time, a
positive phase signal is driven to TX0, a positive phase signal is driven to TX1, and a negative phase signal is driven to
TX2; and the sensing channels RX0 to RX32 receive signals three times in total, and finally signal values of sensing
signals generated at capacitance nodes between TX0, TX1, TX2 and RX0 to RX32 are calculated by means of solving
a matrix.
[0090] A multi-channel dual frequency driving manner in the All Driving is a manner of performing driving on multiple
channels using two frequency matrixes. For example, the driving is performed on six channels, and other channels may
not be driven (in a grounded state) at this time. For example, the driving may be performed on TX0, TX1, and TX2 using
a frequency A, and the driving may be performed on TX3, TX4, and TX5 using a frequency B. At the first time, a positive
phase signal with the frequency A is driven to TX0, a positive phase signal with the frequency A is driven to TX1, a
negative phase signal with the frequency A is driven to TX2, a positive phase signal with the frequency B is driven to
TX3, a positive phase signal with the frequency B is driven to TX4, and a negative phase signal with the frequency B is
driven to TX5; at the second time, a positive phase signal with the frequency A is driven to TX0, a negative phase signal
with the frequency A is driven to TX1, a positive phase signal with the frequency A is driven to TX2, a positive phase
signal with the frequency B is driven to TX3, a negative phase signal with the frequency B is driven to TX4, and a positive
phase signal with the frequency B is driven to TX5; at the third time, a negative phase signal with the frequency A is
driven to TX0, a positive phase signal with the frequency A is driven to TX1, a positive phase signal with the frequency
A is driven to TX2, a negative phase signal with the frequency B is driven to TX3, a positive phase signal with the
frequency B is driven to TX4, and a positive phase signal with the frequency B is driven to TX5; and the sensing channels
RX0 to RX32 receive signals three times in total, and finally signal values of sensing signals generated at capacitance
nodes between TX0, TX1, TX2, TX3, TX4, TX5 and RX0 to RX32 are calculated by means of solving matrixes.
[0091] Of course, different driving manners may also be used when the driving signals are input to the N driving
channels, respectively, and the driving signals are input to the K driving channels after the switching. For example, in
the area shown in the dashed box in FIG. 3(a) and the area shown in the dashed box in FIG. 3(b), the same driving
manner may be used, such as the sequence driving and multi-channel matrix driving, or different driving manners may
be respectively used in the two areas, such as a mixing of these two driving manners of the sequence driving and multi-
channel matrix driving.
[0092] A touch control chip according to an embodiment of the present invention is introduced below in conjunction
with FIG. 4. It should be understood that, a touch control chip illustrated in FIG. 4 is only exemplary, the touch control
chip according to the embodiment of the present invention may further include other modules or units, or include modules
that are similar in function to various modules in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, or not include all modules in FIG. 2 or FIG. 3.
[0093] FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a touch control chip 400 according to an embodiment of the present
invention. The touch control chip 400 includes a driving unit 410, a sensing unit 420, a switching unit 430 and a processing
unit 440.
[0094] The driving unit 410 is configured to input driving signals to N driving channels of a touch screen, respectively,
where the touch screen has the N driving channels and M sensing channels, M and N being positive integers;
the sensing unit 420 is configured to receive sensing signals output by M-K sensing channels of the touch screen when
the driving unit 410 inputs the driving signals to the N driving channels, respectively, where M-K is less than or equal to
A, the sensing unit 420 is capable of receiving sensing signals output by at most A sensing channels at a time, and A
is less than M;
the switching unit 430 is configured to switch the N driving channels to N sensing channels, and switch K sensing
channels in the M sensing channels except the M-K sensing channels to K driving channels;
the driving unit 410 is further configured to input driving signals to the K driving channels after the switching, respectively;
the sensing unit 420 is further configured to receive sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching
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when the driving unit 410 inputs the driving signals to the K driving channels after the switching, respectively; and
the processing unit 440 is configured to determine touch information on the touch screen according to the sensing signals
output by the M-K sensing channels and the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching.
[0095] In an embodiment of the present application, when a touch control chip needs to collect sensing signals output
by M sensing channels and the touch control chip is capable of only collecting sensing signals output by at most M-K
sensing channels at one time, that is, when the touch control chip insufficiently sample sensing channels at one time,
firstly, driving signals are respectively input to N driving channels and the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing
channels are collected, which takes NxT; secondly, the N driving channels are switched to sensing channels and the
remaining K sensing channels are switched to driving channels; finally, driving signals are respectively input to K driving
channels formed after the switching and sensing signals output by N sensing channels formed after the switching are
collected, which takes K3T. It can be seen that the time taken to perform one detection by using a touch control chip
in the embodiment of the present application is N3T+K3T; however, the time taken to perform touch detection in an
existing method is 23N3T, and in general, K is much less than N; therefore, according to the touch control chip in the
embodiment of the present application, by switching sensing channels and driving channels to each other at two sampling
phases, time of touch detection is greatly reduced and a detection speed of the touch detection is improved.
[0096] Optionally, as an embodiment, K is a positive integer less than or equal to N.
[0097] Optionally, as an embodiment, the processing unit 440 is specifically configured to: adjust the sensing signals
output by the N sensing channels after the switching according to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels;
and determine the touch information on the touch screen according to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing
channels and the adjusted sensing signals output by the N sensing channels.
[0098] Optionally, as an embodiment, the processing unit 440 is specifically configured to: adjust an average value of
N sensing signals corresponding to i-th sensing channel in the K sensing channels to be equal to an average value of
N sensing signals corresponding to any one of the M-K sensing channels, i being from 1 to K.
[0099] Optionally, as an embodiment, the processing unit 440 is specifically configured to: calculate an adjustment
parameter Pi corresponding to the i-th sensing channel in the K sensing channels, where Pi is equal to a ratio between
the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to any one of the M-K sensing channels and the average
value of the N sensing signals corresponding to the i-th sensing channel; and adjust each signal value Q in N signal
values corresponding to the i-th sensing channel to Q3Pi.
[0100] Optionally, as an embodiment, the driving unit 410 inputs driving signals to the N driving channels and the K
driving channels after the switching, respectively by using at least one of the following manners: a single channel single
frequency driving manner, a dual channel dual frequency driving manner, a multi-channel single frequency driving
manner, and a multi-channel dual frequency driving manner.
[0101] It should be understood that, the foregoing and other operations and/or functions of various units of the touch
detection apparatus according to the embodiments of the present invention shown in FIG. 4 are respectively used for
implementing corresponding procedures of the method of touch detection in FIG. 2, and for concision, they will not be
repeated redundantly herein.
[0102] FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram of a touch detection apparatus 500 according to an embodiment of the
present application. The touch detection apparatus 500 includes a touch screen 510 and a touch control chip 520.
[0103] The touch screen 510 includes driving channels and sensing channels, the driving channels are configured to
receive driving signals output by a driving unit of the touch control chip, and the sensing channels are configured to
sense coupling signals of the driving signals on the driving channels, and output the coupling signals to a sensing unit
of the touch control chip as sensing signals. Optionally, the touch control chip 520 may be the touch control chip 400
described in FIG. 4. For concision, they will not be repeated redundantly herein.
[0104] An embodiment of the present application further provides a terminal device, and the terminal device may
include any one of the touch detection apparatuses or touch control chips of the foregoing embodiments of the present
application.
[0105] It should be understood that, the terminal device in the embodiment of the present application may be a terminal
device equipped with a fingerprint identification apparatus, such as a mobile phone, a tablet computer, or a notebook,
and the terminal device may be, for example, a mobile phone equipped with a fingerprint identification chip.
[0106] Those of ordinary skill in the art may be aware that, units and algorithm steps of the examples described in the
embodiments disclosed in this paper may be implemented by electronic hardware, computer software, or a combination
of the two. Whether these functions are executed in hardware or software mode depends on the specific applications
and design constraint conditions of the technical solutions. Those skilled may implement the described functions by
using different methods for each specific application, but this implementation should not be considered to be beyond
the scope of the present application.
[0107] Those skilled in the art to which the present disclosure pertains may clearly understand that, for convenience
and simplicity of description, for the specific working processes of the system, the apparatus and the units described
above, may refer to corresponding processes in the foregoing method embodiments, and will not be repeated redundantly
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herein.
[0108] In the several embodiments provided in the present application, it should be understood that, the disclosed
system, apparatus and method may be implemented in other manners. For example, the apparatus embodiments
described above are merely exemplary, e.g., the division of the units is merely a logic function division, other division
manners may exist in practical implementation, for example, a plurality of units or components may be combined or
integrated to another system, or some features may be omitted or not implemented. From another point of view, the
displayed or discussed mutual coupling or direct coupling or communication connection may be indirect coupling or
communication connection via some interfaces, apparatuses or units, and may be in electrical, mechanical or other forms.
[0109] The units described as separate parts may be or may not be separated physically, and a component displayed
as a unit may be or may not be a physical unit, namely, may be located in one place, or may be distributed on a plurality
of network units. A part of or all of the units may be selected to achieve the purposes of the solutions in the present
embodiments according to actual demands.
[0110] In addition, the respective functional units in the embodiments of the present application may be integrated in
a detecting unit, or the respective units exist separately and physically, or two or more units are integrated in one unit.
[0111] If the functions is implemented in the form of the software functional unit and is sold or used as an independent
product, it may be stored in a computer readable storage medium. Based on such understanding, the technical solutions
of the present application substantially, or the part of the present disclosure making contribution to the prior art, or a part
of the technical solution may be embodied in the form of a software product, and the computer software product is stored
in a storage medium, which includes multiple instructions enabling computer equipment (which may be a personal
computer, a server, network equipment or the like) to execute all of or part of the steps in the methods of the embodiments
of the present application. The foregoing storage medium includes a variety of media capable of storing program codes,
such as a USB disk, a mobile hard disk, a read-only memory (Read-Only Memory, ROM), a random access memory
(Random Access Memory, RAM), a magnetic disk, an optical disk or the like.
[0112] Described above are the specific embodiments of the present application only, but the protection scope of the
embodiments of present application is not limited thereto, those skilled who are familiar with the art could readily think
of variations or substitutions within the technical scope disclosed by the embodiments of the present application, and
these variations or substitutions shall fall within the protection scope suitable for personal interests of the present appli-
cation. Therefore, the protection scope of the embodiments of the present application should be determined with reference
to the protection scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A method of touch detection, wherein the method is performed by a touch control chip, the touch control chip
comprises a driving unit, a sensing unit, a switching unit and a processing unit, the sensing unit is capable of receiving
sensing signals output by at most A sensing channels at a time, and the method comprises:

inputting, by the driving unit, driving signals to N driving channels of a touch screen, respectively, wherein the
touch screen has the N driving channels and M sensing channels, M and N being positive integers;
receiving, by the sensing unit, sensing signals output by M-K sensing channels of the touch screen when the
driving unit inputs the driving signals to the N driving channels, respectively, wherein M-K is less than or equal
to A, and A is less than M;
switching, by the switching unit, the N driving channels to N sensing channels, and switching K sensing channels
in the M sensing channels except the M-K sensing channels to K driving channels;
inputting, by the driving unit, driving signals to the K driving channels after the switching, respectively;
receiving, by the sensing unit, sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching when the
driving unit inputs the driving signals to the K driving channels after the switching, respectively; and
determining, by the processing unit, touch information on the touch screen according to the sensing signals
output by the M-K sensing channels and the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the determining, by the processing unit, the touch information on the
touch screen according to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels and the sensing signals output
by the N sensing channels after the switching, comprises:

adjusting, by the processing unit, the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching
according to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels; and
determining, by the processing unit, the touch information on the touch screen according to the sensing signals
output by the M-K sensing channels and the adjusted sensing signals output by the N sensing channels.
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3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the adjusting, by the processing unit, the sensing signals output by the
N sensing channels after the switching according to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing channels,
comprises:
adjusting, by the processing unit, an average value of N sensing signals corresponding to i-th sensing channel in
the K sensing channels to be equal to an average value of N sensing signals corresponding to any one of the M-K
sensing channels, i being from 1 to K.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the adjusting, by the processing unit, the average value of the N sensing
signals corresponding to the i-th sensing channel in the K sensing channels to be equal to the average value of the
N sensing signals corresponding to any one of the M-K sensing channels, comprises:

calculating, by the processing unit, an adjustment parameter Pi corresponding to the i-th sensing channel in the
K sensing channels, wherein Pi is equal to a ratio between the average value of the N sensing signals corre-
sponding to any one of the M-K sensing channels and the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding
to the i-th sensing channel; and
adjusting, by the processing unit, a signal value Q of each of the N sensing signals corresponding to the i-th
sensing channel to Q3Pi.

5. The method according to any one claims 1 to 4, wherein the driving unit inputs driving signals to the N driving
channels and the K driving channels after the switching, respectively by using at least one of the following manners:
a single channel single frequency driving manner, a dual channel dual frequency driving manner, a multi-channel
single frequency driving manner, and a multi-channel dual frequency driving manner.

6. A touch control chip, comprising:

a driving unit configured to input driving signals to N driving channels of a touch screen, respectively, wherein
the touch screen has the N driving channels and M sensing channels, M and N being positive integers;
a sensing unit configured to receive sensing signals output by M-K sensing channels of the touch screen when
the driving unit inputs the driving signals to the N driving channels, respectively, wherein M-K is less than or
equal to A, the sensing unit is capable of receiving sensing signals output by at most A sensing channels at a
time, and A is less than M;
a switching unit configured to switch the N driving channels to N sensing channels, and switch K sensing
channels in the M sensing channels except the M-K sensing channels to K driving channels;
the driving unit further configured to input driving signals to the K driving channels after the switching, respectively;
the sensing unit further configured to receive sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching
when the driving unit inputs the driving signals to the K driving channels after the switching, respectively; and
a processing unit configured to determine touch information on the touch screen according to the sensing signals
output by the M-K sensing channels and the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching.

7. The touch control chip according to claim 6, wherein the processing unit is configured to:

adjust the sensing signals output by the N sensing channels after the switching according to the sensing signals
output by the M-K sensing channels; and
determine the touch information on the touch screen according to the sensing signals output by the M-K sensing
channels and the adjusted sensing signals output by the N sensing channels.

8. The touch control chip according to claim 7, wherein the processing unit is configured to:
adjust an average value of N sensing signals corresponding to i-th sensing channel in the K sensing channels to
be equal to an average value of N sensing signals corresponding to any one of the M-K sensing channels, i being
from 1 to K.

9. The touch control chip according to claim 8, wherein the processing unit is configured to:

calculate an adjustment parameter Pi corresponding to the i-th sensing channel in the K sensing channels,
wherein Pi is equal to a ratio between the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to any one of
the M-K sensing channels and the average value of the N sensing signals corresponding to the i-th sensing
channel; and
adjust a signal value Q of each of the N sensing signals corresponding to the i-th sensing channel to Q3Pi.
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10. The touch control chip according to any one claims 6 to 9, wherein the driving unit inputs driving signals to the N
driving channels and the K driving channels after the switching, respectively by using at least one of the following
manners:
a single channel single frequency driving manner, a dual channel dual frequency driving manner, a multi-channel
single frequency driving manner, and a multi-channel dual frequency driving manner.

11. A touch detection apparatus, comprising a touch screen and the touch control chip according to any one of claims
6 to 10;
wherein the touch screen comprises driving channels and sensing channels, the driving channels are configured to
receive driving signals output by a driving unit of the touch control chip, and the sensing channels are configured
to output sensing signals to a sensing unit of the touch control chip.

12. A terminal device, comprising the touch detection apparatus according to claim 11.
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